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Abstract 

 In 2006, the Arizona Daily Star, a newspaper based in Tucson, Arizona, paid significant 

attention to groundwater issues. Authors at the Star discussed groundwater and its connections to 

commercial, residential, and industrial development, highlighting the tensions between scientists 

and developers. Based on a wide body of literature about the media’s use of science and public 

perceptions of science, the newspaper validated the mass media’s tendency to construct 

arguments that are more attuned to generating resonance with the readership than they are to 

discussing scientific facts. By skewing expertise, offering limited explanations of scientific terms 

and processes, and portraying science as uncertain and conflictual, authors at the Star reaffirm 

common perceptions about the necessity of growth for political and economic reasons.  

Introduction 

 Every day, more than 100,000 people in southern Arizona turn to the Arizona Daily Star 

for news. The newspaper, which is owned by Lee Enterprises in Davenport, Iowa, addresses 

local and national phenomena, ranging from politics to weather forecasts to essays about social 

issues. One interesting theme, however, is the regularity with which the newspaper covers water 

issues. The authors frequently discuss the quality and quantity of the groundwater below Tucson, 

and how this groundwater is affected by population growth, development, conservation 
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measures, and other surface activity. This coverage is not surprising, given that Tucson is located 

in a desert. Water has always been a precious commodity in Arizona, and its preservation has 

gathered significant attention from citizens, politicians, and the media. City and state-wide 

officials have passed laws and introduced policies to maintain the health of the aquifer under 

Tucson. Environmentalists, scientists, politicians, and concerned citizens have simultaneously 

launched campaigns to promote water conservation and efficient use, bringing discourse about 

Tucson’s groundwater into the public sector. The media has kept pace with this interest, offering 

citizens, city engineers, and local businesses frequent reminders about Tucson’s water situation.  

Even with attention to water issues, Tucson’s population and footprint continue to grow. 

The population grew 41.9% between 1990 and 2006 to more than 946,000 people (US Census 

Bureau). This growth translates to increased water usage. Pima County, where Tucson resides, 

used 32% more groundwater in 2006 than it did in 1990. The expansion of the domestic sector 

was responsible for much of this increase, with municipal water use climbing from 36.2 billion 

gallons in 1990 to 62.9 billion gallons in 2000 (USGS, 2004). Engineers and city planners have 

satisfied this demand by constructing elaborate infrastructure to pump, divert, and store water 

resources for Tucson’s growing population. The concern amongst scientists has also risen, as 

many realize the consequences that higher levels of pumping may have on the already fragile 

aquifer. These tensions have surfaced frequently in the Arizona Daily Star.  

This honors thesis addresses the ways that the Star has framed its coverage of water 

issues. Specifically, it examines how the newspaper deploys scientific input when discussing the 

intersection of groundwater and development. My analysis reveals several main points about 

coverage in the Star: 
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• There is considerable tension between scientists and proponents of development 

with regard to groundwater issues. 

• Science is portrayed as at odds with the benefits of growth. 

• Coverage of scientific terms, processes, and concepts is often incomplete and 

inaccurate 

• Expertise about scientific issues comes from a variety of different sources, both 

scientific and non-scientific 

• Scientific input is often portrayed as uncertain, radical, and conflictual. 

• Scientists are portrayed in a way that makes them “spoilers”. 

I will offer an analysis of the background literature about public perceptions of science 

and the media’s use of science, and use this literature to inform my analysis of the Arizona Daily 

Star’s coverage. I also discuss some of the broader issues that relate to the media’s use of 

scientific principles, including the implications of offering contributions that neglect scientific 

understanding. I chose to examine articles in the Star that contain the word “groundwater” in 

2006. 2006 was a particularly dry year, and the Arizona Department of Water Resources 

classified Tucson as being in either “severe drought” or “extreme drought” from February to 

August of that year (ADWR).  

 

Background and Context 
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Throughout the course of 2006, the Arizona Daily Star published 83 articles that 

contained information about the groundwater situation in Tucson, Arizona. 52 of these articles 

were relatively superficial and contained no substantial information about groundwater; the 

remaining 31 were filled with discussion of groundwater and its connection to various political, 

social, and environmental issues concerning southern Arizona. One predominant theme that 

authors at the Star discussed was how groundwater supplies impact Tucson’s growth. This 

discussion most often surfaced in the coverage of large development projects, most notably: 

construction of golf courses, housing developments, water infrastructure projects (pipelines, 

canals, wells, wastewater treatment plants, etc…), office parks and shopping malls.  

The propensity for authors at the Arizona Daily Star to address groundwater in the 

context of development is not surprising. Arizona uses roughly 7.24 million acre feet1 of water 

annually- nearly 2.4 trillion gallons (ADWR, 2006). In 2006, the state withdrew 35.8% of these 

supplies from aquifers (nearly 945 billion gallons). In Arizona’s cities, groundwater withdrawal 

represents a much higher proportion of total withdrawal. In 2006, Tucson used 350,800 acre feet 

of water, roughly 93% of which (326,000 acre feet) came from aquifers (Megdal, 2006). This 

equates to 106 billion gallons of groundwater. Of the total water used in Pima County, where 

Tucson is located, 57% went to the municipal sector, 28% to agriculture, 10% to mining, and 5% 

to industry (Megdal, 2006). 

These numbers have grown significantly in recent times. Pima County used roughly 80.2 

billion gallons of groundwater in 1990. By 2000, this number jumped to 103.6 billion gallons 

(USGS 2004). The expansion of the domestic sector dictated much of this growth. Between 1990 

1 1 acre foot is the volume that fills an area of one acre to a depth of one foot. It equals roughly 325,851 gallons. 
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and 2006, the population grew 41.9% and the number of housing units increased by 59.7% (US 

Census Bureau). During this time, municipal groundwater use increased from 36.2 billion 

gallons to 65.2 billion gallons (USGS). Based on population data, each Tucson resident uses 177 

gallons of water each day2 (City of Tucson Water Department 2004). 

To be sure, development in Tucson has expanded recently. Between 1996 and 2006, 

employment increased 23.4% in the public sector and 29.7% in the private sector (Tucson 

Department of Urban Planning and Growth). During the same period the Department of Urban 

Planning and Growth reported that the city added 293 industrial establishments, 177 office 

establishments, 800 retail establishments, and 33 shopping malls. This added more than 28.6 

million square feet of developed space to the metropolitan area. This, coupled with the increase 

in housing units, suggests that Tucson has harbored significant growth. A 2001 report by the city 

of Tucson shows that the district will continue to grow in four geographic areas: the central core, 

mid-city, evolving edge, and future city. The current city occupies the central core and the mid-

city, while most future development will take place in the latter two regions (to the south and 

east of the current city). This will expand Tucson’s footprint considerably, placing significant 

demands on the water infrastructure and facilitating the construction of new wells and pumping 

stations.  

The Central Arizona Project (CAP) has also played an important role in water deliveries. 

The CAP began in 1993 and is an elaborate system of pipes, diversion canals, aqueducts, and 

pumps that divert water from the Colorado River to various regions in central and southern 

2 This statistic measures the gallons per capita per day (GPCD) of water used by Tucson’s population. It combines 
residential water use (110 GPCD), reclaimed water use (14 GPCD), commercial and industrial water use (35 
GPCD), and lost and unaccounted for water (18 GPCD). 
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Arizona (CAP, 2008). In 2005, almost 74,000 acre feet of CAP water (24.1 billion gallons) went 

to Tucson (Megdal, 2006). Much of this water was pumped underground to recharge the aquifers 

and offset overdraft. The same year, Tucson also used almost 23,000 acre feet (7.5 billion 

gallons) of reclaimed water and effluent, or recycled wastewater. These sources help alleviate the 

pressure on groundwater resources, and will play an increasingly important role in Tucson’s 

future3.  

Despite these inputs, Tucson’s groundwater situation is precarious. The city is located in 

a desert and usually receives approximately 12 inches of rain annually (Megdal, 2003). Only a 

portion of this rainfall infiltrates into underground reserves and recharges Tucson’s aquifers. The 

rest is captured at the surface or lost to runoff and evaporation. Tucson’s annual groundwater 

withdrawal exceeds the natural replenishment rate, causing the city to invest in technologies that 

work to offset the groundwater “deficit” (Megdal, 2006). In addition to using CAP water, 

reclaimed water, and effluent, the city recharges an additional 12,500 acre feet (4.1 billion 

gallons) annually. Still, in 2005 Tucson used almost 47,000 more acre feet than it could replace- 

a deficit of nearly 15.3 billion gallons (Megdal, 2006). This places significant strain on the 

existing resources and infrastructure. Overdraft also causes a variety of environmental problems 

including land subsidence, soil compaction, land fissures, and loss of natural habitat for various 

plant and animal species (Nabhan and Holdsworth). 

The media recognizes the importance of finding water supplies to sustain growth, and a 

steady stream of discourse has emerged that addresses subterranean obstacles for development. 

3 By 2025, the City of Tucson plans on using more than 140,000 acre feet of CAP water and more than 32,000 acre 
feet of reclaimed water and effluent. Source: Megdal, 2007 
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Although the Arizona Daily Star’s coverage is usually brief, groundwater issues are more than 

just a blip on the radar screen. They are presented with regularity (once every 4.4 days on 

average4), and reporters usually address development and hydrologic issues together. These 

inputs are informed by a variety of sources, both scientific and non-scientific, and are governed 

by a set of practices. Understanding these practices is necessary to understand how the media 

interprets and discusses scientific information about groundwater issues.  

 

  

Literature Review 

There is a large body of literature that addresses how the mass media collects, filters, and 

discusses scientific issues. This literature deals with a variety of different factors that govern 

journalistic norms and explains how these norms do not usually cater to a thorough explanation 

of scientific processes. While this work makes a number of contributions to my research, I am 

most interested in a few key points including: the common tensions between journalism and 

science, the issue of framing and the media’s role in constructing arguments, and the 

relationships between journalists and scientists. Each of these has important implications for 

coverage of groundwater issues in the Arizona Daily Star.  A separate but related body of 

research addresses the factors that determine how the public understands science. I am 

particularly interested in the literature that discusses people’s perceptions of scientists and 

4 83 total articles over a 365 day period. 
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scientific expertise. I summarize some of the main points from these bodies of research, and 

discuss how they inform my analysis of groundwater coverage in the Star. 

 I begin by examining how people’s reception of science differs depending on a variety of 

social and cultural values. Then, I discuss framing efforts and how media outlets construct 

arguments that strike resonance with their readership. The construction of frames is largely 

determined by limitations in news production including editorial pressures, time and space 

constraints, and the education of editors and journalists. I also discuss how media outlets 

generally portray scientists as superstars and resources, but explain that tensions between 

scientists and journalists often impact scientific coverage.  Finally, I give a brief summary of 

several previous studies that examine scientific coverage in the mass media, and explain how 

these affected my research. 

Science means different things to different people (Ziman 100; Jasanoff 1986, 70; Wynne 

112). The “structurationist” approach to science, as posed by Adler and Haas (371), suggests that 

various parties in social, political, and cultural realms influence the way that the general public 

understands and implements science. Wynne (115) asserts that public perceptions are based on 

the way that the public is organized. These ideas are significant in regards to the mass media’s 

use of science in its coverage of groundwater issues. Scientific input does not come across as 

some objective reality unaltered by outside conditions. Rather it has a unique meaning depending 

on the political and social sphere in which it resides. Adler and Haas suggest: “…all knowledge 

is subject to bias and, regardless of its content, the difference between theories and facts is one of 

intersubjective confidence rather than of objective veridicality” (386). While a journalist may 

have cited a scientist or referred to a particular body of scientific research, there will inevitably 
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be multiple reactions and attitudes from the same information. This work also draws attention to 

the fact that scientists have to compete with various individuals and ideas for command of 

“facts”. This trend is particularly relevant in my own research, as scientific input is offered 

alongside development rhetoric. Both scientists and developers make certain claims about the 

environmental and hydrologic conditions in Tucson, Arizona. The “correctness” of these claims 

is evaluated differently by different people. Expertise, much like science, is subject to 

interpretation and is contingent on the social realities of a particular time, place, and readership. 

Given these insights, it is clear that there is a lot to be learned from evaluating both the content of 

media coverage, as well as the context (Sonnett et al 95). In the case of drought, evaluating 

discursive content and context is essential. This is a result of the fact that prolonged water 

shortages take time to unfold, and their causes and solutions are subject to considerable 

discussion and debate (Sonnett et al 95). There is a great deal of research that examines public 

interpretation of, and response to, science. For instance, Ziman (101) discusses limitations of 

people in interpreting science, whether failing to assess the “big picture” or interpreting science 

through narrow lenses conditioned by specific social contexts. As an example, he suggests that 

research on human embryos generates multiple reactions in the public sector (103). This is a 

result of varying levels of approval about the ethics of stem cell research, and not the clarity of 

science. These insights help to set the stage for the types of constraints and issues that the media 

may face in choosing to report on “science” with respect to certain issues. 

As a related set of issues, it is also of interest that people react more to the social values 

that scientific knowledge evokes, than to the information itself (Adler and Haas 385). This 

suggests that the process of learning is equally as important as the knowledge learned. Science 

may provide data and clarify certain trends or patterns, but there is also value in understanding 
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how this information is discovered. In the example of studying human embryos, many people are 

more interested in the ethical, political, and cultural issues associated with this research, than the 

research itself. The information that scientists acquire is given meaning through social contexts. 

Wynne (116) refers to this as the “body language” of science. All of the literature related to 

public perception and reception of science is important to consider when analyzing the media’s 

coverage because ultimately journalists and reporters work to inform and entertain the public 

(Weigold 181).  

 

Beyond the literature that explains the public’s retention of scientific principles is a wide 

body of work that explains how science moves through the journalistic sphere. This research 

examines the tendencies and processes that determine how science is represented by media 

outlets. It also provides an explanation of media outputs, especially with regards to how these 

processes alter coverage of scientific issues.  

Framing is an important feature of media coverage. Frames are “central organizing 

ideas,” around which journalists construct arguments and convey information (Sonnett et al 96). 

Media outlets use framing as a way of promoting specific beliefs about a topic and generating 

common thinking patterns among their audiences. Gamson and Modigliani claim that these 

frames are the building blocks of the “interpretive packages” that media sources deliver (3). 

Frames dictate the tone, clarity, and meaning of a journalist’s work. Some are subtle and may be 

hard to pick out. Others are clearer, and can be more readily extracted from a text. As an 

example, consider a journalist who writes an article about the construction of additional nuclear 

power plants in the United States. He develops two central ideas, or frames, that represent the 

essence of his article: security at nuclear reactors is hard to maintain and nuclear waste cannot be 
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effectively disposed of. The journalist supports both of these ideas with evidence to carry his 

argument that the United States should not build any more nuclear reactors. This demonstrates 

that frames are the foundational pillars of an particular argument. While this example represents 

an instance where the author consciously promoted a set of frames, it is important to note that the 

development of frames is sometimes outside of the control of journalists. Organizational 

pressures, ideologies, attitudes, and previous understanding of a particular issue all impact 

framing efforts (Scheufele 115). Therefore, some frames are more purposely constructed than 

others. In instances where there is a stronger consensus about a particular issue (for example, the 

removal of lead from common household products), ideological norms and editorial pressures 

may impair a journalist’s ability to “break the mold” and actively promote a particular idea. In 

these cases, the construction of frames is more inadvertent and predetermined.  

The effectiveness of framing depends on three factors: resources, routines, and resonance 

(Sonnett et al 96). Resources refer to the tools that media outlets have to convey a certain frame. 

This includes both tangible resources, like money and staff membership, as well as resources that 

are harder to quantify, like connections to various information sources and the intellectual 

capacity of staff. Routines are the patterns of news production that can affect the ways that 

frames are presented. Journalistic norms, including deadlines and editorial limits, can alter how 

much attention a media outlet can give to developing a particular frame. Resonance refers to how 

well a frame caters to the social values and expectations of an audience. Frames that are in 

harmony with general understanding and the public’s preconceptions are likely to be more 

effective than frames that challenge what people believe to be true. This is especially true with 

regards to the media’s use of scientific input about groundwater issues. Most people do not 

understand how water travels underground and how human activity affects underlying 
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hydrology. Scientific information about groundwater, therefore, is “new” and has little resonance 

among general audiences. Articles that use frames grounded in scientific understanding about 

groundwater may tend to challenge preconceptions about the general availability and quality of 

subterranean reserves, thereby generating some discontent amongst the public. The paper, whose 

success depends on the support of its readership, has a vested interest in providing information 

that strikes resonance rather than ruffles feathers. Hence, the Star may be inclined to avoid using 

frames that are rooted in “unpopular” knowledge or that challenge particular social norms. This 

is particularly relevant considering media outlets use framing as a way of achieving status, or 

popularity with their audiences (Ferree et al 86). Sonnett et al claims that “the perceived 

consistency of the frame or the credibility of its proponents may influence the success of framing 

efforts directly, but other factors are specific to the discursive context: the fit between a frame 

and perceptions of empirical reality, relevance to everyday experience, and consonance with 

popular cultural knowledge” (97). The success of frames, and consequently news sources, 

depends more on the capacity for a media outlet to engage or sculpt the social expectations of an 

audience, rather than the basis that a frame has in objective reality.  

Scheufele (106-107) distinguishes between two different types of frames: a media frame 

refers to the main idea that allows a particular series of events to make sense. An individual 

frame, on the other hand, refers to the social factors that determine how people make sense of 

information. Media outlets present parcels of information that are filtered through journalistic 

processes, which in turn are filtered through the social understanding of audiences on the 

receiving end. Research about frames attempts to clarify both how individual beliefs determine 

how various actions are interpreted and how media outlets organize and present information.  
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I am most interested in the concept of resonance with regards to framing. The media’s 

tendency to use frames that its readership views favorably demonstrates that journalists are more 

attuned to the social interpretations of scientific discovery, than to raw science. This fixation 

with “body language” does not necessarily cater to an adequate discussion of scientific 

processes. Conceptually, science is less concerned with generating favorability amongst the 

public than it is committed to discovering facts about nature. While scientists may depend on 

public support for funding and employment opportunities, this support is generally less sought 

after by scientists than it is by journalists. Certainly, journalists value factual accuracy but they 

fundamentally rely on generating resonance with their readers. Their motives, therefore, do not 

completely overlap with those of scientists. This literature is particularly revealing given the 

tension between scientists and proponents of development in the Arizona Daily Star.  

Friedman (19) lists six other factors prevalent in the world of journalism that must be 

considered when analyzing scientific coverage. These processes and the norms that they create 

dictate how journalists compile, filter, and disseminate information. The size of the journalistic 

organization determines how many resources can be dedicated to a particular story. Larger 

journalistic organizations may have more resources than smaller outlets, significantly improving 

their ability to cover a story. The amount of space that can be given to a particular story is often 

limited. This forces authors to condense their writing and omit particular details that might seem 

relevant to a story. The general format of most media outlets determines that significant space 

must be given to what Friedman dubs “hard news” (22). This type of news is usually quick to 

develop and has immediate importance to a readership (a house fire, report of a bank robbery, 

election results, etc…) Coverage of scientific issues has to work around these “breaking” stories, 

and it often is given secondary attention. Deadlines within the world of journalism are a reality 
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and can cause writers to worry about time, rather than accuracy and quality. Journalists must also 

respond to editorial pressures. Editors are often only concerned with the public’s perception of 

stories. They may cut out details or facts that seem boring or unimportant, and focus more on 

framing than thoroughness. The education of editors and reporters also effects how science is 

portrayed in the media. Weigold (169) suggests that most reporters have very little scientific 

training. These constraints represent the point where the world of journalism clashes with the 

world of science, and clarify how scientific accuracy, relevance, and legitimacy may be 

compromised. These limitations tend to interfere with a thorough coverage of scientific ideals, 

making it difficult to cater to science in a journalistic realm. Obviously, this has direct 

implications for the ways that journalists use science in their coverage. Although scientific 

understanding may be a vehicle for conveying information about the aquifer under Tucson, it is 

certainly driven by the restrictions and norms of the journalistic sphere.  

Another important body of literature addresses how the mass media filters and 

disseminates science. Although the public’s level of understanding varies considerably, scientists 

are generally portrayed as knowledgeable and dependable by the mass media. Jasanoff (1987, 

196) suggests that scientists acquire credibility because of the difficulty in entering the scientific 

realm. The formal and informal networks that curb the spread of information and knowledge 

establish the world of science as relatively exclusive. She also cites the process of peer review as 

justifying the belief that scientists possess unique and valid intellectual capacity (1987, 196). 

Since scientific achievement must be validated by other scientists, non-credible sources are 

weeded out. Scientists play two major roles in the media: superstars and resources (Nelkin 15-

24). Media coverage that paints scientists as stars generally focuses on awards or 

accomplishments that certain scientists have received, or recognizes the difficulty in acquiring 
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scientific understanding, and therefore the elevated status that scientists possess. Thus, the media 

often portrays scientists as “lonely geniuses” who exhibit extreme intellect and passion for their 

work (Nelkin 17). Scientists are also described as resources. This media coverage presents 

scientific inquiry as having the answers to important problems in everyday life. Journalists cite 

studies and present scientist’s contributions to offer clarity about various issues that are largely 

misunderstood in the public sphere. Additionally, Nelkin (27) claims that journalists often regard 

scientific theory as true, and use it to promote various points of view. Journalists choose bits and 

pieces of scientific information and use them to promote a particular frame. For example, 

journalists may discuss a recent influenza outbreak, citing a scientific study that shows the 

chances of getting the flu can be greatly reduced by getting a flu shot. Or, a writer could explain 

the benefits of reforestation, detailing scientific understanding about carbon sequestration in 

trees. This research about media communications hints at the media’s ability to undermine or 

bolster the credibility of scientists in their coverage.  

While they do not directly inform my research, there are a number of other points worth 

mentioning. These address the factors in the world of science that prevent effective 

communication between scientists and journalists. Weigold (180) suggests that reporters 

generally believe that scientists do not have incentives to speak to the media. Time spent catering 

to the demands of journalists detracts from time spend pursuing scientific endeavors, rendering 

scientists particularly inattentive to the mass media in the eyes of journalists. Reporters often cite 

reluctance on the part of scientists to return phone calls and answer emails. They claim that when 

they do respond, they fear being misquoted and misrepresented (Weigold 180). Additionally, 

reporters view scientists as having vested interests that affect the way they convey information to 

journalists. This is especially true of scientists who are overly willing to engage journalists. 
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Scientists’ main concern with the media is that they omit important details and oversimplify 

scientific understanding (Dunwoody 13). Though not always, these opinions are sometimes 

justified and can lead to significant disagreements between the scientific community and the 

mainstream media. Weigold (179) claims that many of these disputes stem from the inherent 

differences between writing for scientific outlets and writing for the general public. The 

preconceptions and opinions that each group carries influence both how journalists work with 

scientists and how journalists portray science in their work.  

Journalists assess a particular scientist’s credibility based on three factors (Dunwoody 7). 

Scientists that have previous contact with the media are considered well-groomed and their 

reputation in the journalistic world is already established. Generally, scientific input from 

“official” sources receives the most coverage in the media (Sonnett et al 96). Scientists who have 

received mainstream status are more likely to become sources in journalistic pieces. These folks 

have more experience in the media and develop relationships with individual writers. Scientists 

are also evaluated based on their administrative credentials. Journalists are particularly interested 

in testimony from people in authoritative positions, rather than simple researchers. These sources 

are generally from government, industry, or academic institutions. 

Another important body of literature addresses the mass media’s tendency to offer a 

balanced coverage of environmental issues (Boykoff and Boykoff 2004). This refers to authors 

presenting “both sides” of an issue, and it is perhaps best exemplified in coverage about global 

warming. According to these authors, most mass media outlets give equal consideration to the 

opposing views about humans as contributors to climate change and human activity as being 

relatively inconsequential. The tendency to balance coverage is usually contingent on 
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uncertainty. Since climatologists and scientists are unable to completely explain the 

anthropogenic processes that cause global warming, their entire position is subject to scrutiny 

and contestation. Boykoff and Boykoff suggest that this balance is a form of structural bias that 

neglects scientific consensus and misrepresents the enormity of the environmental crisis. This 

literature has direct implications for my project, as I am examining the interface between 

conflicting views of science and economic growth.  

There have been quite a few studies that examine how the mass media employs scientific 

input in its coverage of various issues. Bucchi and Mazzolini, for example, analyzed more than 

50 years worth of Italian newspaper articles for general scientific contributions. They found that 

coverage of scientific issues increased significantly in the last few decades (19). This included 

both the direct involvement of scientists in new stories (scientists as writers), as well as indirect 

involvement (scientists as resources). This suggests that media outlets have increasingly turned 

their attention to science, at least in the Italian context. Sonnett et al took a more comparative 

approach, examining the ways that media sources in Arizona and New Mexico differed in their 

coverage of drought and shrinking water resources. Their discoveries about the use of language 

and framing highlight the nuances between different media outlets and how they cover water 

issues. Comparatively, Arizona has a more expansive water delivery system, including pipelines, 

diversion canals, and pumping stations (Sonnett et al 105). The authors reported that this 

infrastructure creates a conceptual disconnect between water users and water supplies. Expansive 

harvesting, storage, and diversion systems provide Tucson’s residents and businesses with a 

constant supply of water, mitigating the effects of the drought (107). As a result, people tend to 

perceive drought conditions as startling and unexpected. Sonnett et al offer a quote from the 

Deputy General of the Central Arizona Project (the massive diversion project that transfers water 
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from Lake Havasu on the Colorado River to reservoirs throughout Arizona): “…here we are in 

the midst of one of the worst droughts in history and central Arizona hardly notices” (107). 

Additionally, the authors reported that the newspaper in Arizona conveyed more alarm and 

organized response than the paper in New Mexico. They used words like “mandate” and 

“response” with high frequency, and used terms that reflect the enormity of political 

infrastructure dedicated to addressing water issues in Arizona (“executive”, “decision”, etc…). 

This suggests that there has been a substantial amount of discourse regarding the hydrologic 

situation for a significant amount of time. One would expect, therefore, that framing efforts 

should be less concerned with developing new infrastructure, and more concerned with resolving 

water shortages. These studies, coupled with literature about the public perceptions of science 

and the media’s use of science, necessarily inform my analysis of the Arizona Daily Star’s 

coverage of groundwater issues in 2006. 

 

Methods and Limitations 

 My analysis is based on an examination of 83 articles from the Arizona Daily Star written 

in 2006. A comprehensive online database has all of the Star’s content available from October 

1st, 1990. I did a keyword search for articles that included the word “groundwater” from Jan 1st, 

2006 to December 31st, 2006. I separated the resulting 83 pieces into two categories based on the 

relevance of their inputs. The first category contained articles that addressed groundwater 

superficially. These articles included few keywords (drought, groundwater, aquifer, etc…) and 

generally only mentioned groundwater tangentially. This category contained 52 articles. The 

second category, containing the remaining 31 articles, covered groundwater issues in more 
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detail. They generally were longer, contained many keywords, and tended to be focused on water 

issues. These 31 articles formed the sample that I studied.  

 I conducted a basic textual analysis of the 31 articles that contained substantial discussion 

of groundwater issues. Generally, I examined how the authors used scientific input and 

development rhetoric to inform their work. To do this, I looked at keywords, direct quotes and 

contributions, explanations of scientific processes, and tone. My efforts were loosely based on 

Norman Fairclough’s suggestions for a critical discourse analysis as outlined in his book 

Language and Power (2001). Fairclough stresses the need to examine vocabulary, grammar, and 

textual structure, including the flow and direction of the piece. In order to determine how the 

author’s message is conveyed, it is important to examine three themes in each of these elements 

(Fairclough 110). The experiential value of words, grammar, and structure refers to the thoughts 

and experiences evoked by these components. There are also relational values, which determine 

how connections are created between various parties in the text, and expressive values, which 

refer to the way that a text reveals the author’s opinions. These themes help to clarify the 

effectiveness of the author’s framing efforts, and qualify the extent to which the frames achieved 

resonance with the reader. By looking for these values in the Arizona Daily Star, I was able to 

recognize some of the ways that science was represented vis a vis development in the context of 

groundwater issues. Fairclough refers to these interactions within a text as the “turn-taking 

system” (134). Authors at the Star often alternate between scientific inputs and discussion of 

development multiple times in a single article. Generally, these “turns” were not equal, and were 

accompanied by the author’s proclivity to stress the tension, rather than the substance of each 

side. 
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 Despite an extensive framework for textual analysis, there are some inherent limitations. 

Perhaps most significant is the issue of subjectivity or positionality. Each reader has a unique 

perspective, and picks up on different details and tones within a text. Words, grammar, and 

structure must be processed to be understood, and this results in a variety of different 

interpretations among a readership. This essay is based only on my interpretations of the Arizona 

Daily Star, and it necessarily understresses and overstresses various points. Although I tried to 

remain consistent and neutral throughout my examination of these articles, there is certainly 

some level of subjectivity in my conclusions.  

  

 

Results and Analysis 

The Arizona Daily Star’s coverage of the intersection of groundwater and development in 

2006 contained some interesting trends. In the following pages, I will explain how authors at the 

newspaper incorporate science into their coverage of groundwater issues.  I will first discuss the 

newspaper’s tendency to stress the tension between science and development. This tension is 

often developed in a way that stresses controversy more than substance, focusing on 

disagreements and incompatibilities between the two disciplines. I will also discuss the author’s 

explanations of development as necessary and unavoidable. My analysis will address how the 

newspaper generally omits important details associated with hydrologic processes, and fills the 

voids in coverage with contributions from developers, politicians, and other proponents of 

expansion. The newspaper also provides information about groundwater from a variety of 
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sources, both scientific and non-scientific. This skewed expertise often has the effect of making 

science seem uncertain, conflictual, and unable to address important hydrological issues- a trend 

that strengthens the pro-development position. Finally, I will explain how scientists often play 

the role of spoilers within the text, and clarify the authors’ tendency to use scientific 

contributions to oppose growth rather than objectively discuss hydrologic conditions. I will 

unpack each of these findings, using the background literature about science in the media to 

inform my work. 

 

Science vs. Development 

Science in the Arizona Daily Star is difficult to classify. Webster defines science as 

“knowledge or a system of knowledge covering general truths or the operation of general laws 

especially as obtained and tested through scientific method.” While this definition is somewhat 

broad, it suggests that scientists use methods to investigate how and why things function as they 

do. Generally, they operate under the assumption that there are “general truths” and that they can 

be discovered by employing various research techniques. Weigold (2001) makes a distinction 

between general science and applied science: “It [science] includes the work of academic 

scientists seeking knowledge for its own sake (basic science) and the activities of scientists who 

explore solutions to immediate problems and concerns (applied science).” For the purposes of 

this paper, I will consider science to be way that biophysical character or facts about nature are 

conveyed.  
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In articles that address the intersection of groundwater issues and development projects in 

the Arizona Daily Star’s coverage during 2006, tension is frequently conveyed between scientific 

input and pro-development rhetoric. This tension is conveyed in a variety of ways, but authors at 

the Star generally pit scientific concerns about the quality and quantity of groundwater supplies 

against discussion about the necessity of growth for economic and political reasons. The authors 

deploy scientific input that stresses the importance of minimizing growth and conserving 

subterranean resources. By contrast, development experts stress the need for growth as a way of 

bringing affluence to the area and elevating Tucson’s economic and social status amongst 

Arizona’s cities. This tension is perhaps most obvious in the title of an article from December 

21st- “An open-pit mine vs. ecosystem” (Tim Ellis). Here, a proposed new mine is presented as 

being completely at odds with the scientific understanding of the mine’s effects on the 

environment. To be sure, this tension surfaces throughout the Star’s coverage. Although there are 

multiple perspectives about issues covered in the Star, the authors generally lump these 

perspectives into two categories: pro-growth and anti-growth. Although scientists certainly 

incorporate subjectivity and bias into their work, the discipline of science is fundamentally 

interested in discovering truths and realities. The Star marginalizes this objectivity, and packages 

inputs from scientists in a way that refutes the necessity of growth. This causes science to seem 

confrontational and opinionated. In “Picacho Peak rail yard stirs worries” (November 28th), Tony 

Davis discusses how local citizens disagree about the benefits and downsides to a potential new 

rail yard that would be built near a natural area. He writes “both sides have numbers to point 

to…” and presents the conflict between proponents and opponents of the project. While some of 

these opponents are not scientists strictly speaking, that is, they do not actively conduct 

experiments and write reports about biophysical character, their opposition of the rail yard is 
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rooted in scientific understanding about threats to plant and animal species, overdraft, and 

pollution. These environmentalists, therefore, act on behalf of science, working to vocalize 

scientific objections to the proposed mine. The fact that there are “sides” demonstrates the 

controversy in Davis’ discussion and highlights the tension between scientifically-oriented 

citizens and those more concerned with economic and political standing.  Throughout the article, 

Davis uses the words “opponents” and “critics”, and even refers to the sides using “scare tactics” 

to justify their position.  

Certainly, not all of the articles convey such a deep rift between science and 

development. The tension occurs along a continuum that ranges in intensity from mild 

disagreements to strong grievances. At times, friction is barely noticeable and requires some 

analysis to understand, while other articles present more obvious disputes that directly challenge 

the opposing discipline. One example of more subtle tension is from “Inflatable dams under 

study” (August 2nd). Tony Davis is explaining the possibility that inflatable dams help to trap 

surface water supplies before they flow south away from the city. He writes: “obstacles stand in 

the way of these projects [creation of inflatable dams].” The obstacles to which Davis refers are 

introduced by a scientific study, so we again see that science reveals impediments to 

development. Were it not for scientific input, construction of these dams would seem more 

possible and more certain. He continues: “[o]ther city and county officials say they will continue 

to pursue the idea of building the dams and try to overcome the obstacles raised by the study.” 

Here, Davis discusses the resilience of dam proponents to discover ways to rise above the 

constraints introduced by science. Further up the continuum, friction between science and 

development is more obvious. In “County asks halt to golf courses” (July 2nd), Tony Davis writes 

“but county officials have concluded that the water supply- not the amount of available land- is 
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the biggest factor limiting growth…” Davis clearly suggests that scientific understanding of 

underground resources presents the most significant limitations to development. The tension is 

obvious. In “City, UA near deal annexing tech park” (October 20th), Rob O’Dell describes the 

latest chapter in a negotiation between the City of Tucson and the University of Arizona. “The 

UA’s dropping plans to water its golf course with drinkable water was critical to the deal coming 

together, Howard said. ‘That was the issue that would have made the city walk.’” Scientists 

understand Tucson’s precarious groundwater situation, and stress the importance of using 

alternative sources of water wherever possible (effluent or reclaimed water). Here, city officials 

use the scientific awareness of limited groundwater supplies to justify their position that golf 

courses should not use water from Tucson’s aquifers. This understanding was the critical factor 

in the annexation agreement. The standoff between science and development, although ended 

through negotiation, would have prevented the two parties from striking a deal.  

The authors at the Star also develop this tension by raising the stakes of the groundwater 

situation. By alerting their readers to impending capacity limits, they promote a sense of urgency 

which fuels the strain between science and development. In “Bone dry winter is bad news” 

(January 10th), Mitch Tobin claims: “Zeroes dominate the year’s first report on Arizona’s 

snowpack, a crucial element of the state’s water supply.” This generates nervousness. The 

scientific report about the absence of snow directly counters the desire to expand, and presents a 

definite challenge to development. Tobin’s assessment that the lack of snow is “bad news” and 

his reminder that the city’s water supply is dependent on this snow is alarming and paints this 

picture that there is not as much water as there should be. A continuation of this trend could have 

some terrible consequences, necessitating severe conservation measures and potentially harming 

leisure and commerce. In other words, Tobin hints that the scientific realization of limits could 
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reduce Tucson’s capacity to engage in business as usual. This contribution sparks questions 

about science’s ability to discover a solution to this problem and business’ resilience in coping 

with water shortages. As long as these questions remain unanswered, the uncertainty promotes 

tension between these two disciplines. In “City water is drained into wash” (November 17th), 

Tony Davis describes a situation where an open pipe near a construction site is sluicing 357,000 

gallons of water each day onto the open ground. He writes “[b]ut a resident who spotted the flow 

said Tucson is wasting precious water during a drought.” While this is neither a scientific or pro-

development contribution, it elevates the seriousness of the situation. “Wasting precious water 

during a drought” is certainly an act that puts pressure on the already fragile aquifer. This has the 

effect of making any disagreement between science and development seem more intense and 

more significant. 

While it may be possible to order the articles in terms of the level of tension they portray, 

there is no noticeable chronologic pattern to this arrangement. The authors randomly jump 

between coverage that highlights the dichotomy between science and development and coverage 

that is less polarizing on a daily basis. The type of development project, on the other hand seems 

to dictate the level of tension conveyed by the authors. There are certain issues where there 

seems to be harmony between representatives of science and representatives of development. 

Representatives of science include both scientists and those who actively promote and discuss 

scientific understanding, namely environmentalists and academic representatives. With regard to 

golf courses, for instance, nearly all involved parties seem to be in agreement that courses should 

be watered with effluent (recycled wastewater) and not groundwater. This consensus seems to 

hinge on the fact that “[g]olf courses simply aren’t as popular a marketing tool for new 

developments today” (Tony Davis in “County asks halt to golf courses”). This reduction in 
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popularity causes developers to build fewer golf courses, and consequently minimizes the 

tension the authors portray between science and development. Other issues seem to provoke 

more tension in the Star’s coverage. Such is the case with the potential for new railroad 

infrastructure, or new housing developments. In “Picacho Peak rail yard stirs worries,” Tony 

Davis discusses how a new rail yard may harm the environment, but provide jobs and affluence 

to the region. Unlike the case with golf courses, the perceived benefits of development give those 

who are pro-growth a reason to contest the concerns expressed by scientists. This is also the case 

with housing developments. In “Water use up sharply here” (February 11th), Tony Davis 

describes how severe drought has caused a significant increase in groundwater pumping. He cites 

a spokesperson for the Tucson Water utility: “More residential use, particularly on landscaping, 

is by far the biggest cause of this year’s increase [in pumping].” Science is certain about the 

perils of increased pumping. But advocates of growth are equally as certain that any reduction in 

housing will have negative impacts on Tucson’s economy and social scene. Neither side is 

willing to concede their position. Therefore, significant tension is inevitable in the context of 

housing developments. Certainly there are occasions where discussion of a specific project varies 

significantly from article to article, but despite these fluctuations, the amount of tension is 

generally correlated with the type of project. It is also important to note that the level of tension 

was similar between different authors. While each article varied considerably, there were no 

authors that consistently conveyed an abnormal amount of tension between the two disciplines. 

Another interesting pattern is that the amount of friction increases as the magnitude of the 

development project increases. In other words, bigger and more significant development prompts 

more tension between science and development in the Arizona Daily Star’s coverage. This trend 

will become more apparent later.  
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The tension between scientific input and development is dependent on a number of 

factors, both internal (literary style of authors, journalistic constraints, etc…) and external 

(ownership and management of the paper, concerns with advertising revenue, etc…). The 

internal factors are most relevant for this paper. In order to examine how tension plays out 

between science and development, it is necessary to examine the ways that each discipline is 

covered. This demands an analysis of both the substance of input and the sources of input. 

 

Necessity of Development 

The Arizona Daily Star also portrays science as not practical and in conflict with the 

predominant belief about the benefits of growth. Scientific input provides checks and boundaries 

rather than encouragement and openness. In “Picacho Peak rail yard stirs worries” (November 

28th), Tony Davis cites a developer: “If the thought is that we just don’t want any development 

anywhere that can be seen from Picacho Peak, that’s completely unrealistic.” Clearly, science is 

a thorn in the side of progress. Those who explain the environmental consequences of a new rail 

yard represent an unpractical stance, as if they will never favor development anywhere, anytime. 

In this way, tension between science and development is practically unavoidable. Advancements 

in science present immediate and definite obstacles to those who are looking to expand Tucson’s 

business, residential, and industrial sectors. This tension is enhanced by the Star’s coverage of 

development as necessary and unavoidable. To be sure, the “need” for growth is prevalent in the 

paper. Later in the article, Davis writes: “Currently the state has a capacity crisis- not enough 

switching facilities to accommodate all the railroad traffic needed to ship goods bound for 

Arizona.” Here, Davis practically orders the construction of new infrastructure to keep up with 
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the demand for goods. Terms like “capacity crisis” and “needed” are strong words, and they are 

characteristic of the Star’s pro-development contributions. Scientific concerns are often 

presented, but they seem to lack unity, definiteness and feasibility. And this is contrasted sharply 

with the harmony of development. Davis clearly frames his contributions with the belief that 

growth offers definite advantages to Tucson residents. While this is undoubtedly true, and new 

railroad facilities will enhance Arizona’s ability to import and export goods, his framing neglects 

the scientific understanding about the downsides of this development. This is not to say that he 

does not mention them. But they come from outside the frame, and are not representative of his 

argument. In “Open-pit mine vs. ecosystem,” Tim Ellis cites a mine proponent: “…not only are 

the concerns [for environmentally friendly mining techniques] overblown, they’re just not as 

important as the country’s need for copper… it’s a bigger thing that affects more people than just 

those who live next door.” Here, Ellis raises the stakes. By suggesting that development will 

benefit the nation, the scientific concerns for the local environment are comparatively trivial. The 

prevailing belief, therefore, is that this mine must be dug. Such absoluteness lends little room for 

opposition. This is especially true when the opposition appears disjointed and diffuse. Ellis 

quotes an opponent of the proposed mine: “The people out there get it. They know what happens 

over the life of an open-pit copper mine. They’ve seen Bisbee. They’ve seen the mine dust in 

Green Valley.” This retort relies more on aesthetic appeal than scientific reasoning. The 

opponent engages local sentiments, but these seem minor compared to the “country’s need for 

copper”.  

The authors of these articles construct frames based on input from developers, 

economists, and pro-growth politicians. Therefore, the push for growth comes across as neutral 
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and forms the foundation from which many of the authors advance pro-development claims. In 

“Feeling crowded? Million reasons why,” Tony Davis writes:  

Crossing the 1 million population barrier can make a city a stronger magnet for 

big, high-paying employers- if local schools succeed in training an educated work 

force… And that’s important because economically, Tucson remains a stepchild 

compared not just with Phoenix but with the nation. 

 According to Davis, as more people are attracted to Tucson, the city is better able to compete 

with other regions, sparking more growth. Tucson must put itself in a position to attract 

development so it can keep up (and surpass) other cities in economic, political, and social capital. 

Although he briefly mentions the impacts of large populations on the desert’s water supply, these 

inputs are drowned out by the suggested benefits of growth. Davis’ contribution also spawns the 

argument that development brings jobs to Tucson. In “Picacho Peak rail yard stirs worries” 

(November 28th), he writes: “…rail yard supporters say it would provide 290 new jobs, including 

about 90 new jobs and 200 relocated from the railroad’s Tucson operations.” The same argument 

is repeated for new businesses, tourist outfits, and mining operations- growth provides jobs and 

affluence to a city that is fighting to be on top. Given these stakes, it is hardly surprising that 

growth is portrayed as absolutely necessary. In “City water is drained into wash” (November 

17th), Tony Davis describes how controversy has arisen after a local resident discovered an open 

pipe near a construction site that is emptying thousands of gallons of water onto an empty field. 

He quotes a prominent city planner: 

Rather than a waste of water, dumping it is a necessary cost of doing business to 

make the entire water system more reliable and flexible so more Avra Valley 

water can be shipped into town. 
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Here, the city planner describes how the water must be continuously drained to avoid safety 

hazards at the construction site. He puts a positive spin on the issue, and reminds the reader that 

the development will provide important benefits to Tucson’s residents when completed. We are 

presented with information that is to be taken as fact. In this way, Davis lays a foundation of pro-

development rhetoric that is irreducible. These comments are not intended to be broken down 

into parcels of input that can be separated from the author’s message. Rather, they form the basis 

of understanding and are meant to be taken as fact. The terminology “necessary cost” implies 

that this leak must happen in order for growth to be sustained. This quote conjures a cost-benefit 

analysis, and lends authority to using economic principles, not scientific principles, to understand 

a particular situation. Although suspicions about dumping this water were voiced in the article, 

they came from the outside and were not consistent with the author’s tone. This trend is also 

obvious in the opening line from “Cloud-seeding emerges anew as water trigger.” Davis writes: 

“Needing more water to keep up with growth, Arizona and the six other Colorado River Basin 

states are looking to the sky.” Again, this information is not meant to be debated. He speaks 

matter-of-factly, validating the need for growth and undermining the widely held scientific 

position that dry states should find ways to conserve water. This comment does not come from a 

developer or city planner, but rather from the narrator’s voice. Therefore, information that lends 

authority to development seems factual and neutral. The Arizona Daily Star advances the pro-

growth position at the expense of scientific input. 
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Abbreviated Science 

Complicated processes beget insufficient explanations in the mass media (Nelkin 34). In 

the case of groundwater research, science is not particularly transparent or obvious. Elaborate 

modeling techniques, substantial technical knowledge, and a broad understanding of hydrology 

are necessary to understand how water moves underground. Aquifers cannot be “observed” 

without technologies that are predominantly inaccessible to the general public. Certainly, science 

is naturally complicated. But free-floating statistics, unsubstantiated descriptions of physical 

processes, and broad environmental concepts are prevalent in the Star. Authors commonly omit 

explanations of units, scientific vocabulary, and linkages between scientific concepts. While this 

is partly a result of journalistic constraints (Friedman 1988, 19), it nonetheless demonstrates that 

science in this context is filtered and diluted before it reaches the public. In “Inflatable dams 

under study” (August 2nd), Tony Davis claims “[r]echarge of water into the river and the aquifer 

could alter the size and extent of these contamination plumes.” In this case, Davis briefly 

presents a scientific process. It is not incorrect, but it does not completely describe what is going 

on and why it is significant. Considering the issue of resonance in regards to framing, this trend 

is important. Descriptions that lack clarity and completeness do not resonate with audiences as 

well as descriptions that fully explain a particular situation. Not surprisingly, people are less 

willing to believe something if they cannot understand it. Scientific inputs that are disjointed and 

topical in the Star prevent frames based in scientific understanding from making sense. Instead, 

authors will use economic, business, or political actors to develop their frames, necessarily 

reducing the amount of scientific input that goes to explain certain phenomena. In the above 

example, Tobin shifts away from an explanation about contamination plumes, and instead 

addresses water rights, explaining how officials have had little trouble securing permits for dams 
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on small tributaries. In this way, the brief scientific point about contamination seems out of 

place, and sandwiched between other important contributions from politicians and developers. 

 In “Feeling crowded? Million reasons why” (November 12th), Tony Davis discusses how 

Tucson is still environmentally-friendly, despite having more than one million residents. He 

writes: “…we aren’t overpumping our underground water as much as we used to…” Here, Davis 

presents information that is not explained or elaborated upon. While he may be correct, he does 

not present statistics to verify his claim, nor does he give any context to clarify the time period 

he is referring to or the intensity of current groundwater pumping relative to recharge. Further, 

authors at the Arizona Daily Star rarely provide definitions of the scientific terms they use. They 

also generally fail to give explanations that sufficiently contextualize the phenomena they are 

describing. According to the background literature, this is also a symptom of the framing 

process. Journalists are less interested and less able to exhaust scientific descriptions of 

hydrologic processes than they are to provide more digestible parcels of information. Using more 

superficial explanations of these processes gives them more control over articles, and it ensures 

that the clarity of the journalist’s message is not in the hands of scientists or outside sources. This 

frequently results in the omission of facts, figures, and definitions. In “Tucson Water tests the 

waters at tastings” (October 2nd), Eric Swedlund discusses a public opportunity to comment on 

several potential blends of water to be used by the city of Tucson.  

The choices are between allowing the level of dissolved minerals- sodium, 

magnesium, calcium, sulfates and chlorides- in the water to increase to 650 parts 

per million, or to keep the mineral content at 450 ppm or below, which would 

require a $340 million reverse osmosis plant. 
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Again, this information is incomplete. While it does answer some questions about the future of 

Tucson’s potable water, it does not fully address the situation. Where do these dissolved minerals 

come from? What are the acceptable levels of minerals defined by the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency? What is reverse osmosis? How does the presence of these minerals change 

how the water tastes or how healthy it is? Swedlund employs scientific terms, but he does not 

explain them. In “Bone-dry winter is bad news” (January 10th), Mitch Tobin begins to describe 

the processes that are causing a lack of snowfall in the mountains near Tucson: “Blame (or 

thank) a ridge of high pressure that’s been lodged over the desert Southwest in recent months.” 

Here, Tobin provides minimal scientific explanation. He attributes the low snowfall pattern to a 

ridge of high pressure, but offers no elaboration as to how this has occurred climatologically. 

Superficial descriptions of scientific processes exist throughout the Star’s coverage and have 

significant implications for the way that scientific input interacts with development. These 

scientific contributions are relatively unclear compared to the strength and frequency of 

development inputs. Incomplete coverage also creates uncertainty and disbelief among the 

readership (Friedman et al. 1999). Descriptions that do not adequately explain the hydrologic 

situation make readers less willing to accept scientific contributions. These trends also confirm 

Dunwoody’s observations that scientists are often fearful that media outlets will oversimplify 

and misrepresent science in their coverage. Given the inherent tension between scientists and 

journalists, this could impact the extent to which scientists are willing to contribute to newspaper 

articles. The limitations of journalism render the discipline less able to completely describe 

scientific processes. It is also reasonable to assume that this trend could be self-perpetuating. As 

scientists become more hesitant to provide input for journalistic articles, journalists rely more on 

other sources for information. This increases the reluctance on the part of scientists, further 
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forcing journalists to develop frames using alternate sources. While this is not always the case, it 

does suggest that the tension between scientists and journalists has an impact on framing. 

Journalists who write about groundwater issues are often inclined to organize their articles 

around contributions from developers and other sources. The differences between the messages 

of scientists and the messages of developers with regards to groundwater withdrawal and 

development help clarify the existence of this tension. 

 

Skewed Expertise 

In addition to being unattributed and unexplained, discussion of scientific principles in 

the Arizona Daily Star comes from a wide variety of sources, both scientific and non-scientific. 

Although scientists have the tools to discover, map, and explain the hydrologic situation, 

commentary about the details of Tucson’s subterranean reserves comes from developers, 

community members, politicians, and businessmen. In fact, in the 31 articles that substantially 

addressed the intersection of groundwater and development, authors at the Star offered 143 

quotes and direct inputs from non-scientific sources and only 36 direct contributions from 

scientists and researchers5. Only two articles had more scientific inputs than non-scientific ones, 

and four articles had an equal number. This reflects on Dunwoody’s assertions that journalists 

often find scientists inaccessible and not geared towards providing “media-ready” commentary. 

5 Scientific sources included: professional hydrologists, geologists, researchers, and professors in natural and 
physical sciences. Non-scientific sources included: citizens, politicians, developers, and businessmen. Most inputs 
fit easily into one of these categories, but some sources had commonality with both. This was the case with certain 
individuals that had training in hydrological sciences, but represented institutions that actively developed Tucson’s 
landscape (like Tucson’s water utility and several private companies hired to construct and maintain pipelines and 
pumping stations). In these cases, I judged inputs based on whether I thought the source was representing scientific 
or development interests. 
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These statistics do not suggest that scientific issues were rarely presented, but rather that 

scientists and researchers were cited far less often than their non-scientific counterparts. 

Politicians (especially city councilmen), citizens and developers provide input about the 

hydrologic situation on a regular basis. This skewed expertise causes some discrepancy in how 

science in covered. In the article “4 companies move toward providing Colorado River water” 

(June 8th), Dale Quinn writes about how several companies are looking to restock diminishing 

groundwater resources with water from the Colorado River- a process associated with the 

Central Arizona Project (CAP). The CAP is a large-scale water transport system (composed of 

aqueducts, tunnels, pumping facilities, and pipelines) that diverts water from Lake Havasu on the 

Colorado River to Tucson- 336 miles southeast. He describes the motivation behind this 

development by quoting the deputy general manager of Tucson’s Metro Water company: “The 

aquifer is not replenishing itself adequately to continue that kind of use over the long haul…” 

Quinn uses the manager of Metro Water as the voice of authority in regards to aquifer recharge. 

While one cannot completely rule out the possibility that even he may have received extensive 

scientific training, Quinn associates this quote with a business manager and not a scientist. 

Although this may seem trivial, it has important implications for the Star’s use of scientific 

expertise. His input leads the reader to believe that the water shortages in the region are a product 

of the inadequacies of the aquifer, rather than unsustainable growth. This contribution clearly 

reflects on the development of frames. While no one disputes the fact that groundwater 

withdrawal and growth are disproportionate, the extent to which either is to blame is hotly 

contested. Quinn offers a quote that clearly pertains to a scientific issue, but his assumption is 

that there is not enough water, rather than too much growth. This comment informs the 

“interpretive package” that Quinn delivers to the reader. The frame he uses is rooted in the 
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assumption that development is not the antagonist. This one specific example demonstrates that 

the Star’s focus on scientific issues lack scientific expertise. Readers of the paper are presented 

with information that they understand to be factual and unbiased, but this information comes 

from people whose perspectives are subjective. These contributions are presented as 

representative of the beliefs of the scientific community, and therefore, science seems diluted 

and less sharp.  

In “New water policy may curb homes on fringes” (December 13th), Erica Meltzer 

discusses how the creation of new houses in Pima County has drawn down the water table. She 

quotes Lynn Sonneman, a local resident: “The previous owner [of her house] could fill the 

swimming pool in 24 hours with no effect on water in the house, but… last year, it took four 

days.” Meltzer is describing the consequences of excessive groundwater withdrawal. Instead of 

citing a scientist, she explains the issue by using a quote from a local resident. While 

Sonneman’s account may provide a good example of what happens when groundwater resources 

are running low, they do nothing to explain the scientific processes that cause the event. In this 

way, Meltzer’s description shines a dim light on a scientific phenomenon. This minimal use of 

expertise is interesting. While Nelkin suggests that scientists are resources in journalistic pieces, 

the Star seems to routinely avoid them in this capacity. Instead, authors supplement the articles 

with personal accounts from local residents. This causes the paper to be more in tune with human 

interest stories than with scientific studies. While it may resonate with readers, such an 

anthropocentric focus does not convey the realities of water use in Tucson. Humans are largely 

the beneficiaries of groundwater withdrawal, and their contributions generally fail to recognize 

the processes that bring water to the sink, showerhead, or pool. The newspaper’s tendency to 

address groundwater in the context of human interest stories and not scientific understanding is 
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particularly interesting, given that the University of Arizona is located nearby. The University 

houses one of the most expansive water resources departments in the United States, where many 

faculty members work locally on groundwater issues. These scientists contribute immensely to 

the understanding of Tucson’s hydrology, but their contributions in the Star are systematically 

overshadowed by local residents. 

 The wide range of inputs associated with scientific processes counters Nelkin’s 

observations that scientists possess unique knowledge that is largely unattainable by the general 

public. Instead, the readership of the Star is inundated with scientific contributions from non-

scientific sources. This effects the perceived credibility of scientists; if Lynn Sonneman can 

provide information about a scientific phenomenon, then is reasonable to assume that 

understanding this phenomenon does not require the attention of scientists. Then, journalists may 

be less likely to depend on scientists in the first place. Coupled with the perceived difficulty of 

working with scientists when writing articles, it becomes clear that journalists do not always 

consult with scientists about scientific processes. This is exemplified by the fact that the Star 

cites non-scientific sources four times as often as scientific sources. This trend is also evident in 

Tony Davis’ article “County asks halt to golf courses” (July 2nd). He discusses the scientific 

issues that lead to the disappearance of various plant and animal species in zones where golf 

courses have been added. Instead of providing input from a scientist about the environmental 

consequences of this construction, he provides a quote from a local resident: “If you live in the 

desert, you should act like you live in the desert.” While this seems obvious, it is another 

example of how scientific principles are articulated by people outside of the scientific 

community. These sources can discuss the human impacts of having to cope with less water, but 

they cannot provide elaborate scientific substance.  
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Uncertainty of Scientific Inputs 

There is also an apparent lack of cohesiveness and definiteness amongst scientists 

consulted for articles in the Arizona Daily Star. To be sure, the authors portray science as unsure, 

radical, and conflictual. They often focus on subjects that lack scientific certainty, making 

science seem self-contradicting and unfit to understand facts about nature. In “Cloud-seeding6 

emerges anew as water trigger” (March 13th), Tony Davis writes: 

Today, cloud-seeding is a popular but still controversial practice. Four Western 

states have major programs- Utah, Wyoming, Colorado, and Nevada- but many 

experts are divided about its effectiveness, 60 years since seeding experiments 

began.  

Davis seems to focus more on the controversy of cloud-seeding, than on its processes and the 

potential solutions it provides. Later on in the article, he quotes a scientist: “One of the 

frustrations we have in the science field is that we don’t know the processes well enough on how 

the precipitation is made on cloud physics, to say that if you do this, this will happen…” The fact 

that Davis discusses cloud-seeding and not an issue that has more widespread acceptance 

demonstrates that the Star is fixated on the conflict and uncertainty within the scientific 

community. This example is not representative of scientific studies, and it has the effect of 

reducing the credibility of scientific pursuits. Scientific input appears divided and 

unknowledgeable about hydrologic reality. Certainly, scientific studies rarely produce 

definiteness. But this is a result of the hesitancy of scientific inquiry, and not the scientific 

community’s lack of substantial knowledge about Tucson’s hydrology. Boykoff and Boykoff 

6 Cloud-seeding is a technique where substances are “injected” into the air to modify weather patterns. In the arid 
west, cloud-seeding is focused on dispersing chemicals that facilitate precipitation. The technique is very 
controversial and many scientists are unsure about the success and practicality of cloud-seeding efforts. 
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allude to this point in their essay about structural bias in the form of balanced coverage of global 

warming. They quote a scientific report from 1994 that urges action on climate change: “…lack 

of full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing such measures” (131). In 

the case of global warming, scientists’ inability to definitively prove every aspect of human-

induced climate change does not trump scientific certainty about human causes of climate 

change. Small voids of information may exist, but they do not disprove what scientists 

overwhelmingly know to be true. In fact, the process of peer review and the nature of scientific 

research ensure that scientific knowledge builds on itself. Scientists use the work of other 

scientists to advance their understanding. The Star’s focus on uncertainty is interesting. It 

directly refutes Nelkin’s assessment that scientists play the role of resources in the mass media. 

Instead, scientists seem to be anti-resources. Their uncertainty is not surprising or unique in 

scientific circles, but it does not seem to fit into either the “superstar” or the “resource” role that 

Nelkin suggests. Additionally, as science seems uncertain and weak, development comes across 

as definite and strong.  Deficiencies of one discipline seem like advantages for the other. Science 

that comes across as incapable of answering questions and providing solutions lends itself to be 

replaced by the alternative theories of growth and development. 

In “4 companies move toward providing Colorado River water” (June 8th), Dale Quinn 

writes: “Bob Arnold, a professor in the Chemical and Environmental Engineering Department, 

said the university has lagged in researching salinity and water quality.” Arnold suggests that 

scientists have not yet conducted enough research to have a complete understanding of these 

factors, and therefore are not completely knowledgeable about the aquifer. He also alludes to the 

conflict that exists within the scientific community. A scientist himself, Arnold implies that the 

University is not where it should be in regards to understanding salinity and water quality. By 
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using the word “lagged”, he promotes the feeling of inadequacy. Quinn does not elaborate on 

these comments, other than to suggest that further research could be beneficial to the overall 

understanding of these concepts. In doing this, he reaffirms the position that science is “behind 

schedule”, and therefore somehow distanced from hydrologic reality. The Star’s description of 

conflict and inter-scientific tension is interesting considering Wynne’s description about the 

“body language” of science. Scientific favorability is dependent largely on the transparency of 

scientific process. The methods used and procedures followed are more important than the 

information gained. Therefore, when authors at the Star write about the disagreements between 

several reputable bodies of scientific knowledge, they portray a body language that is perhaps 

less than flattering. This is not the body language of superstars and resources, but rather of 

normal people.  

 

Scientists as Spoilers 

In addition to addressing the uncertainty of scientific studies, the Arizona Daily Star 

portrays scientists as “spoilers”. This role, unlike either superstar or resource, has a negative 

connotation. Although they are knowledgeable about Tucson’s aquifers, scientists frequently use 

their expertise to justify limitations to growth. In “New water policy may curb homes on fringes” 

(December 13th), Erica Meltzer writes: “But groundwater pumping also draws down the water 

table, so those who have wells have to dig deeper, at greater cost. And deeper water has more 

arsenic, radon, and fluoride.” Meltzer relays input from scientists to show how new housing 

developments can potentially harm groundwater supplies. Were it not for these contributions, 

development would seem much more reasonable and would proceed without significant 
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opposition. The actual situation would be no different if these comments were omitted, but they 

call attention to the problems with development. Scientists are the bearers of bad news, and they 

often provide information that casts a negative light on the benefits of growth. This trend is 

enhanced by the fact that the products of development are tangible and offer direct benefits to 

local citizens. Housing developments, golf courses, and mini-malls give people a new way to 

live, recreate, and shop. Scientists suggest limits to these services, and therefore directly interfere 

with opportunities for citizens to engage in the lifestyles they have come to enjoy. Efforts to 

conserve groundwater, as demanded by scientists, may be beneficial in the long term, but they do 

not necessarily deliver products that can be understood and enjoyed by all. Additionally, 

scientists provide information that refutes commonly-held beliefs and supports a less-understood 

position. This is evident in the title of an article from July 31st: “Drought still in effect despite 4 

days of rain”. Here, the Star suggests that Tucson’s recent rainfall did not end the drought. 

Although local citizens experienced a windfall of precipitation and a break from the summer 

heat, scientists suggest that they should not stop conserving water. Scientific input takes the 

focus away from the benefits of rain and reaffirms the need for environmental stewardship. They 

remind the readership of the drought and come across as spoilers. In a region as consistently dry 

as southern Arizona, this role is not fleeting. The Star quotes scientists that offer constant 

reminders about the climate and the related water shortages. This can have serious implications 

for the message that reaches their audience. Instead of focusing on scientific expertise and the 

seriousness of these warnings, the paper offers more of the “here they go again” message. There 

is a sort of desensitization to scientific inputs about groundwater supplies. In a way, scientists 

seem to nag about the problems associated with unbridled water consumption. Considering 

Wynne’s description of scientific body language, this is problematic. Scientific inputs are often 
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less gratifying to read than human interest stories, and they have the effect of turning people off 

to scientific warnings. The Star portrays science as the purveyor of limits, and these limits 

directly challenge the everyday practices of Tucson’s citizens. While highlighting uncertainty 

amongst the scientific community affects the credibility of scientists, this tendency to use them 

as spoilers negatively affects their favorability. 

 

Conclusion 

Overall, authors at the Arizona Daily Star stress the tension between science and 

development, necessarily interfering with their ability to offer a complete and accurate analysis 

of Tucson’s underlying hydrology. Scientific principles that are presented as not feasible, 

incoherent and conflictual makes the alternative theories of development seem more unified. 

Word limits, time constraints, and the difficulties of articulating science are important factors, 

and they certainly affect the way that the authors discuss groundwater issues. More importantly, 

however, my analysis from articles published in 2006 suggests that the Star constructs frames 

that are based on non-scientific sources. It does not completely exclude scientific input, but it 

does portray scientific concerns as inconsistent and prohibitive of development. And this 

development seems to be mandated by those who are concerned with Tucson’s status as a 

competitive city. This tendency has important implications for how the public understands 

science. As newspapers focus on the tension between these two disciplines, they fail to explain 

scientific principles effectively. This leaves readers with an incomplete knowledge of 

groundwater issues under Tucson. While citizens may understand that water is relatively scarce, 

reading the Arizona Daily Star does not provide answers to questions about this scarcity.  
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Given Tucson’s precarious water situation, this is significant. Tucson’s residents benefit 

from a remarkably elaborate system of pipes, ditches, canals, infiltration ponds, pumping 

stations, and reservoirs. They use billions of gallons of groundwater each year, pulling more 

water than can be naturally restored, and with relatively few interruptions in supply. Tucson’s 

residents are conceptually separated from the scarcity of water under their feet, and invest in 

development projects that bring houses, office parks, irrigated oases, and shopping malls to their 

city. The mass media possesses a unique ability to collect and distribute scientific information 

about the perils of excessive water use in such a dry place. The Arizona Daily Star, despite the 

regularity with which they address groundwater issues, constructs arguments that resonate more 

with developers and politicians, than with scientists. This is significant given the newspaper’s 

importance in shaping public opinion. More than 100,000 local citizens read the Star and use it 

to inform their understanding of groundwater issues. While its readership may supplement their 

hydrologic knowledge with inputs from other sources, the Star represents a consistent 

informational entity in Tucson. The newspaper’s focus on conflict and uncertainty sends unclear 

messages to its readers about the severity of drought in southern Arizona. It can be expected, 

therefore, that citizens carry out their lives without a complete understanding about Tucson’s 

hydrology. This disconnect facilitates negative environmental impacts like subsidence, pollution, 

erosion, land fissuring, and species loss, and promotes the construction of even more 

infrastructure to shield Tucson’s residents from the drought.  

Although these trends are interesting, it is important to note that Tucson represents only a 

small portion of water use in the desert southwest. In Arizona (as well as its neighboring states), 

where population densities are low compared to the eastern United States, groundwater use is 

primarily driven by agriculture. The state produces significant amounts of lettuce, cotton, and 
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other vegetables on more than 26 million acres of farms- nearly one third of Arizona’s total area 

(USDA, 2005). In Arizona, the agricultural sector uses 81.8% of groundwater supplies, 13.8% 

goes to the public supply and the domestic sector, and 4.9% is used by the industrial and mining 

sectors (Truebe). While Tucson’s use of a little more than 100 billion gallons of groundwater 

each year is significant, it is a small piece of the puzzle.  
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Arizona Daily Star articles used: 

“Bone-dry winter is bad news” – January 10th - Mitch Tobin 
 
“Water use up sharply here” – February 11th - Tony Davis 
 
“Sharp Rise in Huachuca jobs triggers new water-use study” – March 2nd - Tony Davis 
 
“Cloud-seeding emerges anew as water trigger” – March 13th - Tony Davis 
 
“Free low-flow toilets is 1 idea county may use to save water” – April 19th - Erica Meltzer 
 
“For O’odham, water will return” – May 6th - Tony Davis 
 
“UA tree-ring study could affect use of Colo. River water” – May 29th - Eric Swedlund 
 
“4 companies move toward providing Colorado River water” – June 8th – Dale Quinn 
 
“Water-rate hike crucial to manage vital resource” – June 12th 
 
“Phelps Dodge to reduce sulfate pollution” – June 15th – Tony Davis 
 
“Metro Water District asking customers to consume less” – June 22nd – Dale Quinn 
 
“County asks halt to golf courses” – July 2nd – Tony Davis 
 
“In summertime, Tucson courses search for golfers” – July 17th – Greg Hansen 
 
“Drought still in effect despite 4 days of rain” – July 31st – Tony Davis 
 
“Water expert to address river growth, maintenance” – August 1st – Tony Davis 
 
“Inflatable dams under study” – August 2nd – Tony Davis 
 
“Marana hopes to buy sewage plant for water” – September 4th – Erica Meltzer 
 
“City residents to have say in how tap water tastes” – September 5th – Tony Davis 
 
“Tuscon Water tests the waters at tastings” – October 2nd – Eric Swedlund 
 
“Public can comment on drought plan” – October 9th – Andrea Kelly 
 
“Water contamination feared at old range” – October 12th – Rob O’Dell 
 
“City, UA near deal annexing tech park” – October 20th – Rob O’Dell 
 
“Major water leak found at TCC” – October 31st – Rob O’Dell 
 
“How we became a desert metropolis” – November 12th – Bonnie Henry 
 
“Feeling crowded? Million reasons why” – November 12th – Tony Davis 
 
“City water is drained into wash” – November 17th – Tony Davis 
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“County OKs commercial water-saving measures” – November 22nd – Erica Meltzer 
 
“OV panel get OK to submit plan outlining water curbs” – November 23rd – Danielle Sottosanti 
 
“Picacho Peak rail yard stirs worries” – November 28th – Tony Davis 
 
“New water policy may curb homes on fringes” – December 13th – Erica Meltzer 
 
“An open-pit mine vs. ecosystem” – December 21st – Tim Ellis 
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